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A  National  Webinar  on  “Yoga  for  Mental  Health  During  Pandemic”  was

organised by the Lakulish Yoga University, Ahmedabad  on the occasion of 6th

International Yoga Day (21 June, 2020).  The objective of this online event was

to  spread  awareness  on  how  to  manage  mental  health  during  the  global

outbreak of epidemic COVID-19 with the help of yoga and ancient wisdom of

India, in the upcoming days.

The webinar consisted of three lectures of about 45 minutes span followed by

an  interactive  session  with  the  audience.  The  first  lecture  was  on  “Mental

Health  During  Pandemic  –  Covid-19”  by  Dr.  Christoph  Garner  who  is  a

neurophysician and founder of KWA Kliniks Stift Rottal Hospital, Germany. The

next lecture was on “Management of Mental Health as per Indian Wisdom” by

Yogashree Sri NV Raghuram ji  who is a renowned speaker and founder of Yoga

Bharti, USA. It was followed by the last lecture on  “Yoga for mental Health – An

Evidence Based Approach” by Dr. Vijay Kumar PS,  an associate professor at

Lakulish  Yoga  University,  Ahmedabad  and  an  Ayurveda  and  Yoga  therapy

consultant.

The total online registration for the event turned out to be 793. The registration

for the was free for all the participants. The responses were recorded from all

over the nation, including some of them from countries like Canada, France,

Russia, Germany, Netherlands as well. The maximum share of audience were

students and yoga enthusiasts followed by yoga instructors, yoga therapists and

mental  health  care  professionals,  says  the  Google  data  collected  from  the

responses of the registration form. 

Fig. 1. This pie chart depicts the profession of audience.
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The audience was most interested in enhancing their knowledge and gain some

information to manage the mental  health during pandemic with the help of

yoga, according to the Google data.

 Fig. 2. This Pie-Chart shows the gender ratio of audience.

Fig. 3. This bar graph indicates the countries from where participants belong.

On the commencement of the webinar the participants were introduced to the

Lakulish Yoga University with the short video about the institute. As the webinar

began all the three speakers were greeted warm heartedly. 
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Dr Christoph Garner in his speech talked about management of depression and

anxiety during pandemic through yoga. He said, “yoga is a great thing to master

your mind and build your will power. Learning yoga is very much important and

it is the key to avoid depression.” His mantra was “live in the present and do not

be  afraid  of  future.”  He  explained  causes  and  symptoms  for  anxiety  and

depression during Novel Corona epidemic. He also provided therapy options for

the same. Yoga can combat and control negative thoughts. He described the

importance of slow nasal breathing and its effect on brain. He also shared his

experience of the research he carried out on effects of 10 weeks Hath Yoga on

brain structured measured by structural MRI.

 

Some positive  changes occurred  during  lockdown in  our  day  to  day  life  like

healthy effects of not eating junk food for three months on our body, we can

breathe more fresh air as air became less polluted and river also became more

cleaner, said Yogashree sri NV Raghuram ji by sharing his positive outlook on the

lockdown due to pandemic. He explained in very interesting way how rich the

Dr. Christoph Garner 

during the webinar

Yogashree Sri NV 

Raghuram ji during 

his speech 
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Indian Philosophy is!  It  sees human beings beyond physical  body.  He talked

about evolved consciousness, Indian wisdom, and Pancha Kosha, the concept of

body according Ayurveda. He explained about vital life force (Prana) in a very

simplified way. He beautifully explained the audience the importance of going

back to the nature, to our roots and true essence of our reality.

The concept of mental health and mental illness was elaborated by Dr. Vijay

Kumar in its simplest form. He said, “Mental health is not a mere absence of

psychiatric illness. It is a positive state where a person should be able to realise

his or her abilities and completely cope with normal day to day stress. He/she

should  be  productively  and  fruitfully  able  to  work  and  contribute  in

community.” He explained how a human can enhance his mental health to find

a  way  out  in  difficult  situation  like  Covid-19  pandemic.  How  uncertainty  of

lockdown  and  fear  of  pandemic  affects  our  mind  and  body  which  result  in

anxiety and depression. He said to be more organized during tough times as it

also disturbs coping mechanism and in turn interferes physiological process in

the cell. He elucidated how to mange mental health during such situations by

detoxifying the system which gives better mental health and leads to better

physical health. He said boosting immunity only will not work we should also

consider  mental  health  as  equally  important  to  combat  pandemic.  He

expounded on the evidence-based approach of yoga practices to manage health

by practicing pranayama, kriya, mudra, asana, bandha, meditation and guided

relaxation. He said we should be self-reliant with the help of ancestral wisdom

of healthy living.

Dr. Vijay Kumar PS 

during webinar 
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At the end of the webinar the Guest Speakers and participants were bidden with

the  gesture  of  gratitude.  The  participants  were  also  provided  with  the  e-

certificate of participation. 


